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About This Game

"As the Children of the Ancients sweep through the mining operations of the Northern Provinces, destroying all in their path, the
Executor flexes the industrial might of the State to quell local rebellions. Laperia burns and Kimmel, the charismatic leader of the

Children, will stop at nothing until the empire is reduced to flinders."

Fractured State refines the RTS genre into fast-paced strategic urban combat where the machine driven imperialistic faction of
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the Laperian Imperial Army battle to remain in control against the Children of the Ancients, worshipers and masters of an
ancient power. Choose a side then vie for control of each territory where taking over new buildings gives tactical advantage,
provides the ability to recruit more specialized units and army wide bonuses, as well as impart overall dominance of the area.

Doing away with overly complex micromanagement and mass resource gathering, Fractured State focuses on battle strategies in
an urban environment. The only real resources you must manage are your troops, building occupation and time. Each specialized

unit requires a specific amount of time to prepare to enter the fray and each building you take control of determines map
population, recruitment options and territorial control.

Created by modders for modders, Fractured State is being built from the ground up to embrace the modding community by
focusing on mod-friendly design options throughout development.

In a land engulfed in a brutal civil war split between technical advancement and ancient ways, magic and machines, oppression
and rebellion – which side will you choose in this fractured state?

TERRITORY CONTROL

Battle maps are split up into territories. Occupy the most structures in a territory in order to keep control of it. Territories
provide army-wide bonuses and increase the number of troops you can control. Reinforcements you request arrive via your

controlled territories. Controlling territories and denying your enemy a foothold are the keys to victory.

BUILDING OCCUPATION

Buildings represent important strategic points; this is primarily an urban war after all. Some buildings unlock abilities, new units,
passive bonuses, or squad refreshes. Storm buildings to uproot and destroy entrenched enemy forces. You have full control of

your units whether they are inside or outside.

WEAPON ACCURACY & RELOADING

Your soldiers must keep a mental count of their ammo, or else they could lack it at a crucial moment. No soldier hits his mark
100% of the time, and no weapon is completely accurate. Distance plays a role. Closing down on your target is dangerous but

can yield better results.

COVER

The most common cause of death for soldiers of the Laperian conflict is exposure. And bullets. And exposure to bullets. Cover
makes your units harder to hit. Troops in cover can be dispatched more easily by flanking and rear attacks. Troop placement and

cover management are critical to your success.

EARLY ACCESS LAUNCH FEATURES

 Map Editor – Create and share your own maps with the Fractured State community

 7 Playable Maps – includes 2, 3 and 4 Player Maps

 Multiplayer - LAN and Online

 6 Unique Units per Faction - Children of the Ancients: Knight, Ancient Fist, Warden, Vicar, Ruhk and Fanatic
Laperian: Conscript, Grenadier, Transport, Surgeon, Flamethrower and Sharpshooter
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 Multiple Combat Styles - Open area, Occupied Structure and Cover Based
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Title: Fractured State
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mechanical Monocle
Publisher:
Mechanical Monocle
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 570 or Radeon HD 7870 or equivalent DirectX11 card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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This game has never been rivaled, and its probably the best Star Wars game you will ever play. Super intense combat with
AMAZING sound and music. Get the XWA upgrade back for a boost to the graphics to modernize it a bit. Just an incredible
game really.. Can understand some of the issues raised by different people however I thought the game was good.

Pros:
• Story
• General feel
• Atmosphere
• Clever (in parts)
Cons:
• Issues Screen res
• Bit repetitive
• Not finished 2nd game

 Would I say this was the best point and click game that I’ve ever played? No.. no its not but is it worth the money?? Absolutely!
Kept me entertained for a whole day! It doenst pretened to be the best game on steam.. what it does do is take me back to the
good old days of Point and click (Casual) gaming.
. Voyage: Journy to the Moon
A game based off the book, Journy to the Moon is a fun, creative charming point and click adventure. Whilest playing this game
you will uncover ancient secrets and explore distant lands. The games art is beutiful (for its time) and the puzzles mind boggling.
This games deserves much more popularity than it has gotten. 7.8\/10. Am gay furry now. :3. In a desperate attempt to avoid
repeating myself I'm just gonna say that the final chapter of the Enigmatis trilogy is not only a satisfying closure in terms of
narrative, but also carries all the qualities that made me to appreciate the works of Artifex Mundi in the first place.
The beautiful environments and captivating atmosphere coupled with challenges having just the right difficulty level, the
gorgeus and accessible interface with all the helpful and optional stuff to make your potentially frustating experience as smooth
as humanly possible are all the right features to keep me playing their titles no matter the setting or the amount of them.

As long as the level of general quality stays this way, I surely will come back time and again for some good old point n' clickin'.
Now, off to the next one! :D. For the price, it's not a bad game at all.

It's kind of cutesy and amusing and has some city-building elements along with patches of story. It's a bit shallow and a lot of the
options like where you build things are fixed. Your path of growth is more or less laid out for you.

The graphics, however, are quite nice and the characters are adorable. The atmosphere and lack of urgency is relaxing. It's, in
every sense of the word, a casual game. It's also a gentle introduction to city-building for someone who has never played one
before and isn't sure they want to drop $10-20 on one of the more genre-defining titles. Like I mentioned before, the city-
building aspect is rather limited, but it's quaint.

You get what you pay for and it's not a bad game to add to your collection.. Avoid truely dreadful on the plus side cost next to
nothing. It's borderline for me, I completed it but I was getting bored in the last 30 minutes. Tick Tock Isle will take 90 minutes
or less, and I do think it could've been shorter since there is a lot of backtracking. The map is pretty confusing, and even if you
know the layout, you will have to search all the rooms to find the next items to progress the story. There's not a lot of dialog or
flavor text, and it's not really funny. The pace really dragged at times, searching all the rooms to find what was expected next,
but the whole package didn't feel like 90 minutes. Being built in Fusion really doesn't help, meaning no options and the Escape
key kicks back to the main menu with no question. I'm interested in what the devs can do in the future, but I can't really
recommend this game. It's not bad, but not worth the time still. The initial mystery fades away into a routine item hunt.. AN
RTS, MINUS THE 'S', WITH THE POTENTIAL TO BANKRUPT A WELL ESTABLISHED INDIE DEVELOPER
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This game is good. this game sucks, i would not reccumend it and it is a complete waste of money, im want a refund.. A decent
Lovecraft game can be very hard to find and this is definitely worth a try. The attention to detail is refreshing to see as well as
the devs dedication to this game. People may complain that this is a semi-roguelike and not an RPG of some kind but i still
found it fun (fun enough to beat all the great old ones). My only real complaint is the soundtrack isn't fleshed out., just one tune
the entire game. Don't know if it is an oversight or something that they plan on getting to someday but it's a fairly minor thing
for me personally.. WUZ KANGZ. PLAY AS WAKANDA. THIS TOTALLY HAPPENED AND WUZ TEH KANGZ.
DASRITE NO REVISIONISM GOING ON HERE WAZ KANGZ. DASRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITE. Very good software, but crashes a
lot on macOS! I'd give it 4/5 stars.

I really like it and it has a lot of very useful features. But unfortunately the macOS version seems like a simple port of the
windows one.
The full screen is not working properly and increases the chance of crash.
The more it's open ( even in idle and minimized ) the more chance of crash.
Can't drag and drop scml files to it and have to open within the software.

Overal it seems like a very good software and I was lucky to learn about it in steam summer sale which was 50% off.. What a
good game! Never feels unfair, good musics, charming enemies and the visuals keeps, for real, nes graphics in short reins
without the mess we generally got on "retro" style. I hate 8-bit graphics but at least this one does the job right about this.
Only wished a controller configuration menu, an option to quit the game on the title screen and difficult on all stages at the same
level of Stage X.
Cheering for the return of the bad dude in a sequel, even better following snes or MD limitations!. I have NO CLUE with what
people are saying about "bad level design" or "bad animations". They obviously never played a megaman game before. This
reminded me of the first X game in difficulty and, to a degree, music. And I know this joke is overused, but Mighty No. 9 is
inferior to this. I hope a sequel is made for this game. (oh and if you don't like what I said, then bite me! ;))

Oik Memory: Endgame is already in the Steam Store!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1086450/Oik_Memory_Endgame/. Update 0.63a:
The game was just updated with version 0.63a

 Two new campaign missions added

 New mechanic of stun resist added. Now you can't endlessy stun the same unit, after each stun it will have a chance to
resist it. Before first stun the chance of resisting is 0%, after every stun chance increases by 25%, so after 5 stuns the
target will be completely immune to stun. This works for enemies and for your soldiers.

 Map generation for battles on spaceships is improved, now the rooms are more straightforward and more wide, with less
empty rooms in between enemy packs

 AI improvements for melee enemies. Now some of the melee enemies won't just mindlessly chase you, but instead will
try to use cover and hide if they can't reach you in one turn. This applies for most of the melee enemies, except simpler
ones like zombies or dogs

I haven't been able to work much on the project for the past days, due to the personal reasons, but now all this is sorted out and
the development back in full force! Stay tuned for updates!. Space race project:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1059160/Deep_Race_Space/

more tracks coming next month. WANTED: GERMAN SPEAKERS!:
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Do you want to play our game before the official release?

Are you a German native speaker? Is your English good?

Did you reply "yes" to all three questions?

Join our project on Crowdin and bring happiness to fellow German players who will be able to play Egypt: Old Kingdom in their
native language right after release!

https://crowdin.com/project/egypt-old-kingdom/de#. Update 1.10 - Superflight update.:
After some delay I am opening the superflight mode to the game.

Simpler controls, pure aircraft mode. Find all the 42 bonuses to achieve a higher multiplier and get the best score by flying close
to the buildings.

New aircraft, a X-29 inspired super maneuverable.
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